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May 2015

Free Downloads From Lowrey
Some fun musical ringtones and a collection of elegant wallpaper are now available for your mobile device and desktop computer from your friends at Lowrey.
They are easy to obtain, fun to show off, and even more fun to share.

Lowrey Wallpaper

i
25%! Member’s Only Discounts! EZ Play Song Books
May 2015
The Sound of Music
Regular Price $9.99

E-Z Play Today - Vol. 76

This fantastic new edition features a
dozen songs from the beloved Rodgers
& Hammerstein musical, including
two titles (“An Ordinary Couple” and
“Something Good”) appearing for the
first time in our world-famous E-Z
Play® Today notation! Also contains:
Climb Ev’ry Mountain • Do-Re-Mi
• Edelweiss • I Have Confidence •
The Lonely Goatherd • Maria • My
Favorite Things • Sixteen Going on
Seventeen • So Long, Farewell • The
Sound of Music.

June 2015
Irving Berlin’s God Bless America
& Other Songs for a Better Nation

i

Regular Price $9.95
E-Z Play Today - Vol. 76

30 moving favorites: Abraham,
Martin and John • Amazing Grace
• America, the Beautiful • Count
Your Blessings Instead of Sheep
• Eternal Father, Strong to Save
• From a Distance • God Bless
America • I Believe • My Country,
‘Tis of Thee (America) • Precious •
The Star Spangled Banner • Stars
and Stripes Forever • This Is My
Country • This Land Is Your Land
• United We Stand • You’ll Never
Walk Alone • and more.

Use L.I.F.E. discount code: LL07
Use L.I.F.E. discount code: LL05
Hal Leonard song book code: 00100165
Hal Leonard song book code: 00100572
To order: visit www.musicdispatch.com, or call 1-800-637-2852 Please note, there is a shipping and handling charge.
NEW L.I.F.E. MEMBERS - Use Member #37300 for Member Only Song book Discounts

Wallpaper is an image which appears on the home screen of your device. Adorn
your screen with custom graphics exclusively from Lowrey.
iPhone / iPad
- Go to www.lowrey.com using your iPhone or iPad.
- Touch Lowrey Wallpaper.
- Swipe to see available images.
- Touch the device name beneath the image you want.
- Touch the image until menu options appear.
- Touch ‘Save Image’ and image will be saved into your Photo Library.
- From photo library, select the photo you want as wallpaper
> Open it > Select ‘Use as Wallpaper.
You Are Done!
Android
Same process as above, except you
can save the image directly as wallpaper.
- Touch the image until menu
options appear.
- Touch ‘Set Wallpaper for’.
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Bank Power

									

Here’s an example of how this would look in your touch screen:

by: Bil Curry

Title for this page is the name for A-0.

Bank Setups ( formerly known as Bank Presets)
are the most powerful feature on a Lowrey!

The names can describe the sounds, what to
do, what happens, or anything that helps you
remember what you’re supposed to play at
that point.

The Banks let you modify and organize your sound combinations and features into
registrations for a song or the way you like to play. Also, if you ever had an idea for a new feature on a Lowrey, you can
usually accomplish what you want to do using the Banks. Banks are why a Lowrey artist can walk in your local Lowrey
dealer and quickly set up and play wonderful arrangements with minimal panel tweaking.

There are two Bank modes:
1. To quickly access your favorite sound combinations and use them with any style.
			Press Memorize (on), a letter (A ~ E), a number (1 ~ 10), and then Memorize again (off ).*
			Use this when you find a setup you like and want to use it over and over again.
			 For example: Select the “Aloha” style and memorize the main setup sound into any Bank (follow the instructions
			 above). That Hawaiian guitar setup is now available for you to use with any style just by selecting that Bank location.
			Make a bunch of these and you’ll have your own personal groups of Category presets!
2. To instantly set a sound combination, levels, a style (or none), features, keyboard splits, flute types, and many more at the
		 touch of a button.
			Press Memorize (on), a letter (A ~ E), a number (1 ~ 10, or not to use just the letter), select “with Style” in the screen
			 (or press any white key), and then Memorize again (off ). The “with Transpose” lets you include that setting as well.
			Using “with Style” creates a Specific Setup. These setups are not general settings that would be used for many different
			 songs. These are setups specifically made for a specific section of a specific song or medley.
* Beginning with the “A” series, if no number is selected the setup is memorized into just the letter.
So pressing just A, B, C, D, or E gives you five more Bank setups (and a place to title that page).
Here’s a suggestion of how to organize Banks for specific songs & medleys:
1. Start with a pre-made Lowrey setup that’s like the sound you want.
		 Then just change that setup for your specific needs and memorize it to your preferred Bank location.
		 That would be in A-1, C-3, E-5, etc. but not in the suburban branch of your favorite fiduciary establishment.
			Note: When you are “starting from scratch” use the Power On sound, except on models that power-on with orchestral 		
			 strings, in which case use General Setup #3.
2. Memorize your initial setup in both A and A-1 but use “Re-name Bank Preset” to put the name of the song or medley into
		 just A (A-0 or A-zero). Use “with Style” and “with Transpose” to make sure that everything is set perfectly.

4.
		
		
		

When you’re going to use the style “Ending” button, you may wish to increase the “Orch Plus” volume to maximum and
turn off any harmony (A.O.C., Duet, etc.) so you play along with the Ending (practice this to discover which notes work
best). Now re-name this setup to “Ending”. If your song only used Banks 1 ~ 7 you may want to memorize that ending
setup to all the remaining unused setups (8, 9, & 10) so you can easily press any of them for the ending.
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Download one or all ten Lowrey exclusive musical ringtones for your
phone.
iPhone
- From your computer... Go to www.lowrey.com.
- Click on Lowrey Ringtones.
- Click on one of the iPhone Ringtones. It may begin to Play!
- Click File > Save As... > Select Folder > Save
- Connect your iPhone to the Computer. iTunes app will launch.
- Within iTunes, click on Tones
- Click/Drag the saved Lowrey Ringtone from the computer to the
Tones list. Click / Drag one or several at one time.
- Select the Lowrey Ringtone > Click Sync
- After Sync is complete set your new Ringtones on your phone:
Settings > Sounds.
Android
- From your phone... Go to www.lowrey.com.
- Touch Lowrey Ringtones > Touch the desired (MP3) Ringtone.
- Touch Set As > Default Ringer.
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3. The next time there needs to be a change in the registration (sounds, features, etc.), make the changes and “Memorize” it
		 to A-2 “with Style”. Continue memorizing all the changes you want to make for a song/medley into subsequent Bank
buttons A-3, A-4, etc.). Use “with Transpose” when needed.

			
Be sure to put other songs in Banks B through E so you won’t have to load every song you play one by one. Think of a title that
describes all the songs in this group like “Country Songs”, “Show #1”, or “08/12/15” (date when you saved to the USB).
Remember, start with a Lowrey setup, tweak it, and then “Memorize” it to a Bank.
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L.I.F.E. Chapter Contact: chapterpres@lowrey.com
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Direct other L.I.F.E. inquiries to Jacqueline Mavros • 708-352-3388 x 230 • jacquelinem@lowrey.com
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Wallpaper is an image which appears on the home screen of your device. Adorn
your screen with custom graphics exclusively from Lowrey.
iPhone / iPad
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